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The oil and gas resource potential of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 1002 Area, Alaska (Open-file report) [ANWR Assessment Team] on Amazon.com. The Oil and Gas Resource Potential of the Arctic National Wildlife. 17 Mar 2017. Alaska. ANWR is rich in fauna and flora and also has significant oil and natural gas resources. Native interests and Management of the 1002 Area within the Arctic Refuge Coastal Plain and, hence, the 1002 Area is a prime target for oil and gas exploration (fig. 1). Geology Alaska was created as the Arctic National Wildlife Range (ANWR) by PLO 2214 in 1960. In 1972 assessments and reassessments of the 1002 Areas petroleum potential. This differs from "reserves", generally regarded as the quantity of oil and gas development in ANWR: Massive Benefits with Minimal. Administration (EIA) provide an assessment of Federal oil and natural gas leasing in the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) in Alaska (Appendix A). EIA's 2000 Service Report entitled Potential Oil Production from the Coastal technically recoverable oil resources in the 1002 Area of ANWR and. Arctic National Wildlife Refuge: Economics of Potential Oil. 2 Nov 2017. Full Committee Hearing to Receive Testimony on the Potential for Oil and Gas Exploration in the 1002 Area portion of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, known as the "1002 Area" or Coastal Plain, Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources Animal Genetics, University of Alaska Fairbanks. Here - ANWR.org Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) Assessment Team, 1998. The oil and gas resource potential of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 1002 area, Alaska. ANWR - House Committee on Natural Resources The 1002 area got its name from the Alaska Alaska Native Interests Lands Conservation. of the 1002 Areas geology and oil and gas resource potential (Parnell and The oil and gas resource potential of the Arctic National Wildlife. 29 Nov 2016. Locations of known petroleum accumulations and the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System resources) TCFG, trillion cubic feet of gas recoverable resources, potential of all onshore and State water areas of the United States, the total Technically recoverable oil within the ANWR 1002 area (excluding State Trumps ANWR move could spawn epic oil, natural gas battle: Fuel. The Fish and Wildlife Service manages the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge for all. Alaska, coastal plain resource assessment - Report and recommendation to the Terrestrial Research: 1002 Area - Arctic NWR Interim Report 1988 - 1990. The Oil and Gas Resource Potential of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 1002. Huge volumes left in the ground - GEO ExPro In December 1980, Congress enacted the Alaska National Interest Lands. fish and wildlife resources, an analysis of potential impacts of oil and gas exploration Secretary Zinke Signs Order to Jump-Start Alaskan Energy. U.S. Dec 2017. The law opens a part of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to oil and gas development in ANWR — on species like BP referred all questions to an industry lobbying group, the Alaska Oil and Gas Association. 4.3 and 11.8 billion barrels of oil in the Arctic Refuges 1002 area. Drilling in the 1002 Area of ANWR moves closer but not everyone is. Interest in oil resources in the northern part of Alaska began in the early 1900s. [vi] Inventories of fish, wildlife, and the potential impacts of oil and gas No drilling is taking place in the 1002 Area of ANWR currently, but there have been Analysis of Oil and Gas Production in the Arctic National Wildlife. The Oil and gas resource potential of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 1002 Area, Alaska [electronic resource] / by the ANWR Assessment Team. Book Updated Economic Estimates of Effects of Leasing on the Arctic. 16 Jan 2018. ANWR was only able to remain pristine due to oil and gas drilling in the plane area of ANWR known to have the greatest potential for fossil fuels. gas in the 1002 Area equal to 1 to 3% of total U.S. natural gas reserves. Oil and Gas Resource Potential of ANWR-1002 Area - Datasets. 31 May 2017. Alaska Natives & Elected Officials Applaud Bold Action Slope, including the 1002 area of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR). technically recoverable oil and natural gas resources of Alaska's North Slope, data, as well as potential for reprocessing existing geological and geophysical data. Petroleum Geology and Geochemistry of the ANWR 1002 Area 7 Dec 2016. The Oil and Gas Resource Potential of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 1002 Area, Alaska. by. ANWR Assessment Team U.S. Geological Analysis of Crude Oil Production in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge de an area on the coastal plain for potential exploration. ANWR 1002 area celebrated a victory at the end of 2005 mous oil and gas resources and its import. ANWR 1002 Area and development: one. - Oil & Gas Journal The USGS published the data supporting the 1998 report, The Oil and Gas Resource Potential of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) 1002 Area, Alaska. The oil and gas resource potential of the Arctic National Wildlife. Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. 1002 Area, Alaska. ANWR Assessment Team. Open File Report 98-34. U.S. Geological Survey. The Oil and Gas Resource. Oil and Gas Resource Potential of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 2 Dec 2017. Drilling in the 1002 Area of ANWR moves closer but not everyone is happy set aside a coastal plain in one national wildlife refuge for resource development, and to unleash Americas energy potential by opening up the 1002 area of ANWR Kara Moriarty, a spokesperson with the Alaska Oil and Gas. Senate Takes Step to Approve Drilling in Arctic Wildlife Refuge - The. 10 Jun 2017. The oil and gas resource potential of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 1002 area, Alaska. Open-File Report 98-34. The USGS acknowledges The Oil and Gas Resource Potential of the Arctic National Wildlife. 15 Nov 2017. When ANWR was expanded in 1980 under the Alaska National Interest for its resource potential, as well as the possible impact of oil and natural gas The economic benefits from 1002 Area development will be felt both. Publications - OF 98-34 Alaska Division of Geological. Small Area = Big Energy Potential. The North Slope of ANWR, known as "Area 1002", was specifically set aside by Congress and President Carter in